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Abstract
Body mass index is calculated as weight in kilograms divided by square height in meters (kg/m2 ). Its formula was developed by 
Belgium Statistician, and was known as the Quetelet Index [1]. It provides a reliable indicator of body fatness for most people and 
is used to screen weight categories that may lead to health problems. Body mass index is an internationally used measure of health 
status of an individual. This study was modeling of longitudinal factors on children body mass index at Bahir Dar districts. The study 
was based on data from 1900 pre four visits (475 per individual) children enrolled in the first 4 visits of the 4-year Longitudinal data 
of children at Bahir Dar districts of North West Ethiopia. Linear mixed effects model was used to describe the relationships between 
children body mass index and some covariates accounting for the correlation among the repeated observations for a given children. 
There were statistically significant (P-value<0.05) difference among children body mass index variation with respect to time, Sachet, 
age, residence, Antiretro-Viral Therapy and diarrhea. While fever, cough, Mid-Upper Arm Circumference and sex were statistically 
insignificant (P-value>0.05) effect on children body mass index. According to the findings of this study about 29.28% were normal 
weight, 67% were under weight, 2.52% were overweight and only 1.21% were obesity. Therefore, the study suggests that concerned 
bodies should focus on awareness creation to bring enough food to under-age five children at Bahir Dar districts especially in rural 
areas.
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Introduction
Body Mass Index (BMI) also known as Quetelet Index formula was developed by Belgium Statistician [1]. BMI is calculated as 
weight in kilograms divided by square height in meters. Centers of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the American 
Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommend the use of BMI to screen for overweight and obesity in children beginning at the age 
of 2 years. BMI is used to screen for obesity, overweight, healthy weight or underweight. However, BMI is not a diagnostic tool. 
According to WHO technical report series 854:9, the BMI range less than 18.5 indicates underweight, 18.5 to 25 indicates normal 
weight, 25 to 30 indicates over weight and over 40 indicates obesity.

In recent years, overweight and/ or obesity among children have emerged as a global epidemic [2]. The fundamental cause of 
obesity and overweight is an energy imbalance between calories consumed and calories expended. Globally there has been an 
increased intake of energy-dense foods that are high in fat, salt and sugars but low in vitamins, minerals and other micronutrients 
and decrease in physical activity due to the increasingly sedentary nature of many forms of work, changing modes of transportation 
and increasing urbanization [3]. In 2005, the WHO reported that at least 400 million adults were obese and at least 20 million 
children under the age of 5 years are overweight globally. WHO further projects that by 2015 approximately 2.3 billion adults 
were overweight and more than 700 million were obese. There is still much uncertainty related to the causes and underlying 
physiological mechanisms of obesity. Recent scientific findings are able to show that long-term risk of obesity and related disorders 
begin very early in life [4].

In Africa, despite a high prevalence of under nutrition, the prevalence of overweight is increasing at an alarming rate. It is estimated 
that 25% to 60% of urban women are overweight [5]. According to Tanzania Health Research (2006) conducted in Simanjiro 
District, 82% of the adolescents had normal health status while 0.8% were overweight for their ages, 14.0% were moderately wasted 
and 3.2% were severely wasted. This could be explained by the change in the life style factors of the society. Moreover, the study 
was conducted on the prevalence of overweight and/ or obesity in Sudan which was 14% [6].
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In Ethiopia, one study was conducted in Addis Ababa in 2007 reported that the prevalence of overweight and obesity on elementary 
school students were 7.6% and 0.9% respectively [7]. In 2014 in Addis Ababa conducted that prevalence of overweight and/ or 
obesity and associated factors among high school adolescents in Arada sub-city were 72.1% normal-weight, 18.5% underweight, 
8.6% overweight and 0.8% obesity [1]. This might be due to the food eaten in Sudan were highly energy dense foods and there 
is also frequent eating habits while in Ethiopia mostly eaten foods are fibers and cereals, three times a day. Overweight and/ or 
obesity during childhood increases the risk for the development of non-communicable diseases and predisposes the individual to 
the development of overweight, obesity, cardiovascular disease and metabolic and other disorders in adulthood and childhood [1].

Children BMI are a serious threat to the governments' effort to meet the growth and transformation plan (GTP) two. Further, there 
are also few local researchers who have done on the issue, however, their method of analysis has descriptive in nature and limited 
to examine underline factors association between children BMI status with certain BMI-related covariate. Furthermore, most of 
those studies are based on small-scale survey data that obtained from certain districts. There had been no detailed scientific study 
on this thematic area especially at Bahir Dar districts, Ethiopia. The study will help to fill the gap of knowledge on BMI of children 
and the output will help to recommend bodies for primary prevention. The objective of this study is to model the longitudinal fac-
tors on children BMI by using the best robust linear mixed effects model was compressed the secondary data. In this study, model 
development procedures were Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and Bayesian Information (BIC) and also forward selection were 
used for model selection.

This study was based on data from 475 children enrolled in the first four visits of the four year longitudinal study of children BMI 
using the data of Bahir Dar districts working collaboration with Save the Children. The study area was located at Bahir Dar, Ethio-
pia and serve as a capital city of Amhara regional state, 563 kilometers far away from Addis Ababa in North West direction. This 
study was retrospective study on longitudinal data setting design that go back in time to assess exposure to known the trend and 
modeling of longitudinal factors on children BMI. The different socio-economic status, demographic, disease types and biological/ 
clinical characteristics were collected repeatedly in four waves between the years on January 2012 to 2016. Each repeated measures 
were conducted within one month interval in the study period. In this study both times invariant and variant covariates were em-
ployed. The first wave was conducted on January 2012 to 2013 within one month periods in 4 repetitions. On the contrary, the sec-
ond, third and fourth waves were conducted on January 2013 to 2014, 2014 to 2015 and 2015 to 2016 were presented respectively.

Material and Methods

Variables Considered in the Study 
Children BMI health status was considered as the response variable. BMI (in a standardized form) was used as a continuous vari-
able to maximize the amount of information available in the data set. And also, Explanatory variables (Covariates) are time of 
child treatment, age of child, child's sex (female, male), amount of sachet, place of residence (rural, urban), cough status (yes, no), 
diarrhea status (yes, no), fever status (yes, no), amount of Mid-Upper Arm Circumference (MUAC) and Antiretro-Viral Therapy 
(ART) treatment (on ART, on pre-ART and no ART).

Inferential Statistics
Methods of Statistical Analysis: Longitudinal data is a special case of repeatedly measured data, the observations are not in-
dependent and are characterized as having both between-subject and within-subject variation, time dependent covariates and 
missing data [8]. The variance covariance structure does not have to be independent. Data can be balanced or each subject does 
need to have the same number of observations per subject and repeated measurements have equal time intervals. Furthermore, 
mixed-effects modeling have become increasingly popular, more accessible and good in missing data handling through statistical 
software such as SAS Virson-9.2 [9].

Linear Mixed Effects Model: Linear Mixed-Effects Model can be used to accommodate complex features of longitudinal data 
where as traditional methods are limited by statistical assumptions, have become increasingly popular and more accessible for 
continuous response variable was proposed [10]. LMM assumes that the observations follow a linear regression where some of 
the regression parameters are fixed or the same for all subjects, while other parameters are random or specific to each subject [11]. 
While; mean population parameters, individual effects and within-person variation make up the first stage of the model [10]. The 
general form of the LMM after combining the two stages is approximately normal [8].

A two-stages of LMM was given by:
Stage 1: Linear regression model for each subject separately response  Yij for ith subject, measured at time tij :   

1, , ; 1, , :th
i ii j j n responsevector Y for i subjects= −−− = −−− '

1 2( , , , )
ii i i inY Y Y Y= −−−
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Zi is an ni × q matrix of known covariates.

βi is q dimensional vector of subject specific regression coefficients.

~ (0, ),i iε ∈ Often 2
ii nα∈ = Ι , this model describes the observed variability within subjects.

Stage 2: Describes between subject variability, that is, explains variability, in the subject specific regression coefficients using 
known covariates.

Ki is a q × q matrix of known covariates.

β is a P dimensional vector of unknown regression parameter ~ (0, ).ib DΝ  

Now, combining the two levels/ stages model (equation 3.1 and 3.2), we have:

{ .i i i i
i i i i i i

i i i
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(2.3)

i i iK bβ β= + (2.2)

Where:
yi is the  ni × 1 response vector for observations in the ith group.
Xi is the  ni × P model matrix for the fixed effects for observations in group i. 
β is the P × 1 vector of fixed-effect coefficients.
bi is the q × 1 vector of random-effect coefficients for group i.  

iε  is the  ni × 1 vector of errors for observations in group i.  
D is the q × q  covariance matrix for the random effects.
∑i is the ni × ni covariance matrix for the errors in group i.  

The above model can be rewritten as: The marginal density function of Yi is then given by: ( ) ( ) ( ) ,i
i i i

i

Yf Y f f b db
b

= ∫ which 

can easily show the density function of ni -dimensional normal distribution with mean vector Xi β and with covariance matrix 

( ) .t
i i i iV Z D Z= +∑ Hence, models makes very specific assumptions about the dependence of the mean structure and the 

covariance structure on the covariates Xi and Zi respectively. It is therefore also called a Hierarchical model. A model for Yi given  

bi : i i i i i~ (X b )b ~ (0, D).i

i

Y
b

βΝ + Ζ Ν   A model for bi marginally, we have that Yi is distributed as: '~ ( , ( ) ).i i i i iY N X Z D Zβ +∑ Note that, 

although the marginal model naturally follows from the hierarchical one, both models are not equivalent.

Exploring Data Analysis: Data exploring was extremely helpful as additional tool in the selection of appropriate models [12]. 
The aspects of the data that should include: Individual Profiles, Exploring the Mean Structure, Exploring the Variance Structure, 
Exploring the Random Effects and Exploring the Correlation Structure were used for this study.

Methods of Parameter Estimation
In linear mixed effect model estimation of random effects and covariance structure of the random error is necessary besides to the 
fixed effect. Both the maximum likelihood (ML) and restricted maximum likelihood (REML) are the two common methods for 
parameter estimation in this study. These methods are based on maximizing the marginal likelihood function, which is a math-
ematical expression that describes the joint probability of obtaining the data expressed as a function of the parameter estimates. 
The algorithm for parameter estimation is usually done using a Newton-Raphson based procedure [11].

Maximum Likelihood (ML) Estimation: ML and Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) methods were used to estimate D 
and  ∑. Let '( ) .V Var y ZDZ= = Σ +  ML is the processes of finding the value of the parameter which maximize the likelihood 
function for a given data set. ML provides unbiased estimators under normal errors. The log-Likelihood function for observed y is:

1 ' 1 1 ' 11 1: ( , ) log ( ) log(2 ); ( ) .
2 2 2

t nML L D V m V m where m y x xV x xV y− − − −Σ = − − − Π = − (2.4)
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Restricted Maximum Likelihood Estimation: The REML estimation method applies ML estimation techniques to the likelihood 

function. i.e., REML is the processes of applying ML to the linearly transformed response data vector. We consider the estima-

tion of σ2 for the GLM. The MLE of σ2 is 
'

2
ˆ( ) ( )ˆ ;y x y x

n
βσ − −

=  where ' 1 'ˆ ( ) .x x x yβ −= The REML estimate of σ2 is the minimum 

variance unbiased estimator 
'

2
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) .y x y x
n p
β βσ − −

=
−

  The bias of the MLE is: 2 2 2ˆ( ) ,pE
n

σ σ σ− = − As P increase, bias of the MLE 

was negative and worsens. Let A be  n × (n-p) matrix such that A'A = In-p and A'A = In - Px; where Px = x(x' x)-1x' ; is the orthogo-

nal projection matrix on to the column space of x. We can show W=A'y is a vector of n - p linearly independent error contrasts. 

The expected value of W is '( ) ( ) 0 .n x n pE A y I p x x xβ β β −= − = − = Each element of A'y is the error contras ~ ( , ) :ny N x Vβ Where, 
' ', ~ (0 , ).n p n pV ZDZ then W N AVA− −= + ∑ The REML approach applies ML estimator techniques to 'W A y=  rather than y . The log-

likelihood function is:

' 1 ' 11 1 1: ( , ) log log log(2 ) (2.5)
2 2 2 2

n pREML L D V X V X mV m π− − −
∑ = − − − −

Where, ' 1 1 ' 1( )m y x xV x xV y− − −= −  and p is the rank of x estimating fixed effect (β) and random effect (b) parameters in the mixed 

model once getting estimates of D and ∑, where are denoted by, D̂  and Σ̂ respectively. 

If D̂  is nonsingular, we solve mixed model equations [13].

' 1 ' 1 ' 1

1 1 ' 1 1 ' 1

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ

ˆˆ ˆ ˆˆ
X X X Z X y

bZ X Z Z D Z y

β− − −

− − − − −

    ∑ ∑ ∑
   =     ∑ ∑ + ∑    

Then the solution is: 1 1 ' 1 ' 1ˆˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( )XV X X V y and b DZ y xβ β− − − −= = ∑ −

If D̂ is singular, then the mixed model equations are modified [14] as follows:

' 1 ' 1 ' 1

' ' 1 ' ' 1 ' 1

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ

X X X ZL X y

LZ X LZ ZL I LZ y

β
τ

− − −

− − −

    ∑ ∑ ∑
   =    ∑ ∑ + ∑    

Where L̂  is the lower-triangular Cholesky root of ,D  satisfying 'ˆ ˆ ˆ .D LL= Both τ̂ and a generalized inverse of the left hand side coef-

ficient matrix are then transformed using L̂  to determine ˆ.b From this   
1 1ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) .Var XV Xβ − −=

Results and Discussion

Descriptive Statistics: Among the total of 475 children BMI under age five the minimum age was 0.17 month (5.1 day new born 
babies), maximum age was 5.00 years, and the average mean of these children was 2.0096 and the standard deviation of 1.16726. 
MUAC status had the mean of 12.197 and the standard deviation of 0.9015. In similar fashion, the amount of pump net (sachet) 
consumed by children was the mean of 36.78 Kcal and its standard deviation was 13.74 Kcal. As we know that the smallest standard 
deviation told us the preciousness of our research (Table 1).

Results

Variables Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Age .17 5.00 2.0096 1.16726

MUAC status 4.2 14.6 12.197 .9015

Plump net 15 90 36.78 13.740
Table 1: Descriptive statistics for continuous covariates

Of the total 475 number of children, at the first time of measurement cough status indicates that 41.46% of children were coughed 
and 58.95% of children were non-coughed responses recorded in the BMI data. The covariate had 34.81% of children were have 
diarrhea and the remaining 65.19% of children were haven’t diarrhea. Moreover, 51.11% of children have fever and 48.89% haven’t 
fever in the first four visits. Similarly, ART status of children who had no ART were 96.58%, pre-ART were 1.01% and on ART 
were 2.41%. In addition, 54.73% of the children were living in urban area and the remaining 45.27% were living in rural area. The 
number of female children was relatively higher than that of males (Table 2).
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Sex Cough Diarrhea Fever Residence ART

Visits Male Female Yes No Yes No Yes No Urban Rural On Pre No

Visit 1 202 295 204 293 173 324 254 243 272 225 12 5 480

(%) 40.64 59.36 41.46 58.95 34.81 65.19 51.11 48.89 54.73 45.27 2.41 1.01 96.58

Visit 2 202 295 204 293 173 324 254 243 272 225 12 5 480

(%) 40.64 59.36 41.46 58.95 34.81 65.19 51.11 48.89 54.73 45.27 2.41 1.01 96.58

Visit 3 202 295 204 293 173 324 254 243 272 225 12 5 480

(%) 40.64 59.36 41.46 58.95 34.81 65.19 51.11 48.89 54.73 45.27 2.41 1.01 96.58

Visit 4 202 295 204 293 173 324 254 243 272 225 12 5 480

(%) 40.64 59.36 41.05 58.95 34.81 65.19 51.11 48.89 54.73 45.27 2.41 1.01 96.58
Table 2: Summary statistics of children at the first 4-visits on their covariates

The variable sex had 26.49% of males and 31.19% females were normal weight status; 69.93% of males and 65% of females were 
underweight status; where by 1.98% males and 2.88% females were overweight and 1.61% of males and 0.93 of females were obesity. 
Moreover, children were grouped according to their place of residence; 65.37% rural children and 68.35% urban children found 
to have underweight; while 2.66% rural children and 2.39% urban children were with overweight and 0.89% of rural children 
and 1.47% of urban children were with obesity (Table 3). Similarly, when children grouped according to cough; 66.3% of children 
coughed and 67.49% of children non-coughed were underweight; while 2.33% of children coughed and 2.65% non-coughed 
children were overweight and 1.72% of children coughed and 0.85% of children were obesity. Although, when children were 
grouped according to diarrhea status; 69.22% of children have diarrhea and 65.82% of children haven’t diarrhea were underweight 
status, 2.31% of children have diarrhea and 2.62% of children haven’t diarrhea were overweight, where by 0.72% of children have 
diarrhea children and 1.47% of children haven’t diarrhea were obesity. In similar fashion other covariates have the same fashion 
of interpretation (Table 3).

Sex Cough Diarrhea Fever Residence ART

BMI Male Female Yes No Yes No Yes No Urban Rural On Pre No

Under 565 767 541 791 479 853 667 665 743 589 33 18 1281

(%) 69.93 65 66.3 67.49 69.22 65.82 65.59 68.79 68.35 65.37 68.75 90 66.72

Normal 214 368 242 340 192 390 306 276 302 280 12 2 568

(%) 26.49 31.19 29.66 29.01 27.75 30.09 30.09 28.42 27.78 31.08 25 10 29.58

Over 16 34 19 31 16 34 29 21 26 24 3 0 47

(%) 1.98 2.88 2.33 2.65 2.31 2.62 2.85 2.16 2.39 2.66 6.25 0 2.45

Obesity 13 11 14 10 5 19 15 9 16 8 0 0 24

(%) 1.61 0.93 1.72 0.85 0.72 1.47 1.47 0.93 1.47 0.89 0 0 1.25

Sub total 808 1180 816 1172 692 1296 1017 971 1087 901 48 20 1920

(%) 40.64 59.36 41.05 58.95 34.81 65.19 51.16 48.84 54.68 45.32 2.41 1.01 96.58
Table 3: Assessing health status of children BMI measured by different Covariates

Based on WHO criteria from 475 number of children examined around 29.28% were normal weight status, 67% were under 
weight, 2.52% were overweight and only 1.21% were obesity. As we observed from Table 4: if the time of treatment for children 
increased from time 1 to time 4, then the number of children who had normal weight status were increased over time and the 
number of children who had underweight status were decreased over time. Generally, this study seems to have a problem of 
underweight than overweight and obesity in percentage. Mean of children BMI tends to increase over time and similarly variance 
of children BMI tends to increase over time (Table 4).

Time
Health Status BMI

Normal W. Obesity Over W. Under W. Mean Variance

Time1 24 0 2 471 14 6.94

(%) 4.12 0 4 35.36

Time2 179 1 6 311 17.19 11.53

(%) 30.76 4.17 12 23.35

Time3 186 5 18 288 17.82 14.88

(%) 31.96 20.83 36 21.22

Time4 193 18 24 262 18.81 24.69
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Explanatory Data Analysis

Individual Profile Plots: The individual profiles can also provide some information between children BMI variability and illustrate 
that there is change among children BMI over time. Correspondingly, it appears that most of the children are gaining BMI over 
time and the variability of the children BMI seems smaller at the beginning compared to the end (Figure 1).

Exploring Mean Structure: The mean profile plot gives clue to determine the type of time effect on BMI and we observed that the 
time seems to have almost linear effect on BMI (Figure 2).

Table 4: Assessing health status of children BMI measured over time

Time
Health Status BMI

Normal W. Obesity Over W. Under W. Mean Variance

(%) 33.16 75 48 19.67

Sub total 582 24 50 1332

(%) 29.28 1.21 2.52 67

 Figure 1: Individual profile plot                                      Figure 2: Mean profile plots 

Exploring Variance Structure: Plot of variance appears that the observed variance was not constant through time evolution and 
seems variability of children BMI tends to increase over time (Figure 3a). The variability of BMI for males looked higher than 
that of females through time. The slope of female children BMI had higher rate than that of male children through time evolution 
(Figure 3b).

Figure 3: Observed variance and variability of children BMI by sex 

Checking Assumption for the Final Model: Individual specific residual plots for fitted model designates that the residuals are 
centered at zero. That is, E(εij)=0, but the variability changes with group (Appendix A). Since there were only four observations 
per individual, we couldn’t rely too much on the individual box plots for inference about the within-group variances. Examining 
the plot of the standardized residuals versus fitted values by gender appears to show that the variability in BMI measurements 
were slightly greater among males than among females (Appendix B). However, within each gender the variability was somewhat 
constant which might imply heteroscesdasticity. The adequacy of the heteroscedastic fit has been assessed by examining plots of the 
standardized residuals versus the fitted values by sex. The standardized residuals in each sex now have about the same variability, 
but not exactly the same and the qq normal plot had shown that random errors were approximately normally distributed and 
symmetric with respect to zero. Therefore, the normality assumption was shown (Appendix C).

Assessing the Assumption on the Random Effects: Basically, qq-norm normal plot of estimated random effects were used for 
checking marginal normality and identifying outliers whereas pairs scatter plot matrix of the estimated random effects were used 
for identifying outliers and checking the assumption of homogeneity of the random effects covariance matrix (Appendix D and 
F). The heteroscedastic model accommodates the impact of the outlying observations in the within-group variances estimation 
and this accommodation reduces the estimated between group variability, thus increasing the degree of shrinkage in the random 
effects estimates. Box plots of Sex for heterosedastic model did not suggest any departures from the assumption of homogeneity of 
the random effects distribution (Appendix E).

Linear Mixed-Effects Model: Mean profile plots have suggested that time has nearly linear effect on BMI progression over time 
(Figure 2). Hence, Linear Mixed Effects Model with linear time effect was fitted as:
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 0 1 .
ij ij i i i i i i i i i

i ij i ij i ij i i ij i ij i i i i ij

BMI T A Sa M S C D F AR R
P T S T P T S M T A T D R b b

β β β β β β β β β β β

β β β β β β ε

= + + + + + + + + + + +

∗ + ∗ + ∗ ∗ + ∗ + ∗ + ∗ + + +

Where, BMIij = Body Mass Index on ith children on jth measurement
Tij =Time at which ith children on jth measurement, 1, ,1900 1,2,3,4.i and j= − −− =   

Ai =Age at ith children
Sai=Amount of sachet given for ith children
Mi =MUAC status for ith children
Si =Sex of ith children (Male, Female)
Ci =Cough status ith children (Yes, No)
Di =Diarrhea status ith children (Yes, No)
Fi =Fever status ith children (Yes, No)
ARi =ART treatment ith children (On ART, on pre-ART, No ART)
Ri =Residence of ith children (Urban, Rural)

, , ,i ij i ij i ij i ijSa T S T M T A T∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ =Interaction terms with time
i ij iSa T S∗ ∗ =Interaction terms between Sachet and sex with time 

i i ijD R T∗ ∗ =Interaction between diarrhea and residence over time
β0 =Over all intercepts

1 16, ,β β−−− =Coefficients of fixed effect
bi0 =Intercept of random effect part
bi1 =Coefficient of random time effect
єij =Random error term

Random Effect Term Selection: To select random effect to the model with only intercept, with only slope and with intercept 
and slope have been fitted and compared. An appropriate random effect to the model was selected by using likelihood ratio 
test. The small p-value indicates that, we can reject model 2 in favor of model 1; we prefer the more parsimonious first model. 
This conclusion is consistent with the AIC and the BIC values for which smaller value is considered as better. That is, the AIC 
information criterion increased from 9504.7 to 9640.8, which indicates that model with intercept and slope (both) was a better 
fitted model (Table 5).

Model df AIC BIC loglik test L.ratio p-value

Both 1 19 9504.7 9505.1 9464.7 847.76 <0.0001

Slope 2 19 9683 9685.3 9607.7 

Intercept 3 19 9640.8 9685.4 9640.8
Table 5: Selection of best random effects based on intercept, slope and both cases

Model Selection: To select the best model is not possible using only the best mean and variance structure, but also correlation 
structure. In order to select best variance covariance structure for the final model, first deals with the variance structure by using 
different variance functions. The combined result was equivalent to dealing with variance covariance structure.

Selecting Variance Function: The variance functions were used to model the variance structure of the within group errors using 
covariates. The primary tool for investigating within-group Heteroscesdasticity was plots of residuals against the fitted values. 
Independent variance type of variance functions was used by default for this study.

Selecting Correlation Structure Function: The correlation functions were used to model dependence among observations. Among 
different correlation structure classes/ functions in this study unstructured, compound symmetry, Toeplitz and autoregressive [1].
covariance models were used and compared. An information criterion was important to select a responsible covariance structure 
in order to obtain valid inferences for fixed effects. The small AIC value and the corresponding significant p-value indicated that 
the model with unstructured covariance function is preferable (Table 6).

Fits Model Df AIC BIC loglik Test L.Ratio P-value

Model. AR(1) 1 19 10005.3 9997.3 9998.3

Model. CS 2 19 10106.4 10094.4 10001.6

Model. Toep 3 19 10013.7 10013.7 9993.6

Model. UN 4 19 9504.7 9505.1 9464.7 4Vs3 847.76 <0.0001
Table 6: Selection of information criteria to fit responsible structure

After selected the best information criteria based on the smallest AIC with its corresponding p- value, the next step is selection of 
the best fitted model from homoscedastic and heteroscedastic model. Hence, very small p-value corresponding to the likelihood 
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ratio statistics confirmed that the heteroscedastic model explained the data significantly better than the homoscedastic model 
(Table 7). The assumption of normality for the within-group errors were assessed with the normal probability plot of the residuals, 
produced by the qq normal method. Therefore, for the data set of these types of study heteroscedastic model with unstructured 
correlation was considered as best final model.

Model Df AIC BIC loglik Test L.Ratio P-value

Homoscedastic 1 18 9684.8 9685.4 9640.8

Heteroscedastic 2 19 9504.7 9505.1 9464.7 1Vs2 84.76 <0.0001
Table 7: Selection of best fitted model from homoscedastic and heteroscedastic model

Random effects S.Dev Corr

Intercept 7.6189 ICC

Time 5.4086 0.635

Residual 3.1071
Table 8: Estimates of random effects

Effect Estimate St.Error DF t-value P>|t| 95 % Conf.Interval

Intercept 15.5140 1.8699 474 8.30 <.0001* (13.146, 17.039)

Sex Female(SF) 0.3110 0.6895 474 0.45 0.6522 (-0.367, 0.541)

Cough No(CNO) 0.6821 0.6391 474 1.07 0.2864 (-0.7534, 0.7021)

Diarrhea No(CNO) 0.8954 1.3573 474 -0.66 0.0398* (0.7009, 0.9902)

Fever No(FNO) -0.1092 0.6350 474 -0.17 0.8636 (-0.2093, 0.2609)

ART on(on AR) -2.3145 0.9994 474 -2.32 0.0210* (-3.0781, -2.0901)

ART pre(Pre-AR) -2.2646 2.1618 474 -1.05 0.2954 (-2.8809, 2.1609)

RES Rural(Rrural) -1.4139 0.7669 474 1.84 0.0659 (-1.8970, 2.0912)

Age(A) -0.04837 0.009640 1479 -5.02 <.0001* (-0.1408, -0.0672)

MUAC(M) -0.2159 0.1204 1479 -1.79 0.0732 (-0.3098, 0.0983)

Sachet(Sa) 0.2255 0.01503 1479 15.00 <.0001* (0.1278,0.3009)

Random Effect with positive intercept indicates an increase in BMI of each child provided that time is included in the model. 
Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) = 5.4086 0.635,

3.1071 5.4086
=

+
 indicates that the random effects affects the children BMI data by 

63.5%. The residual term indicates that variation with in children in different time of measurements. The term labeled residual is 
the estimate of  σ2 Additionally, random effect with positive intercepts indicates that an increase in BMI each child provided that 
time was included in the model (Table 8).

2
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The final fitted model was suggested as:

0 1

15.514 4.085 0.048 0.226 0.216 0.311 0.895 2.315

0.047 0.009 0.458 0.009 1.816 .
ij ij i i i i i i

ij ij i ij i ij i i i ij i i ij ij

BMI T A Sa M SF DNO AROn
Sa T T SF Sa T M T A D R T b b T ε

= − − + − + + −

− ∗ + ∗ ∗ + ∗ − ∗ − ∗ ∗ + + +

The intercept coefficient, 0β̂  =15.514 represents an estimate of the average level of children BMI for all covariates. Coefficient of 
age is ˆ

Aβ =-0.048-0.009=-0.057 indicates that children in the reference group of mean of children BMI decreased by 0.057 units 
per month. Coefficient of Sachet is ˆ

Saβ =0.226-0.047=0.179 indicates that the children in the reference group of the mean children 
BMI increased by 0.179 units per month. ˆ

Tβ = -4.085 is the rate of change of the average children BMI for a unit change of 
time by considering the other variables constant. Likewise, ˆ

DNOβ =0.895 is the average difference of children BMI between having 
diarrhea disease cases and non-diarrhea. ART

ˆ
onβ = -2.315 is the average difference of children BMI between on ART and non-ART 

treatment. The rate of change of average children BMI difference between female who eat sachet and male who eat sachet for a unit 
change of time by considering the other variables constant is S*Sa*Tβ̂ =0.009. The rate of change of average children BMI difference 
between no responses who live in rural and positive responses who live in urban through time by considering the other variables 
constant is DNO*Rrural*Tβ̂ =-1.816 (Table 9).
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Effect Estimate St.Error DF t-value P>|t| 95 % Conf.Interval

Time(T) -4.0847 0.5636 1479 -7.25 <.0001* (-4.2970, -3.9982)

Sa*T -0.04732 0.006584 1479 -7.19 <.0001* (-0.0509, -0.0398)

T*SF -0.3207 0.2968 1479 -1.08 0.2800 (-0.3612, 0.0125)

M*T 0.4576 0.04125 1479 11.09 <.0001* (0.4011, 0.5431)

A*T -0.00913 0.004497 1479 -2.03 0.0424* (-0.01023, -0.00601)

SF*Sa*T 0.00948 0.006073 1479 1.56 0.0118* (0.008012, 0.01030)

D*T*Rrural -1.8157 0.6456 1479 -2.81 0.0051* (-1.9001, -1.7901)
Table 9: Linear Mixed Effects model with main and interaction effect

• Statistically significant at 95% level of confidence denoted by star sign (*)
• The remaining category of each covariates are reference group 

The type-III tests of hypotheses deals about a nice method to decide the final significance covariates in the model. The results was 
retained the significance levels, but it is based on by considering more data. Generally, ART, residence, diarrhea, age, Sachet, time, 
Sachet over time, MUAC over time, age over time, interaction between Sachet and sex over time and diarrhea and residence over 
time were statistically significance effect on average BMI of children. The remaining covariates were statistically insignificant. 
However, there is the variation within the subjects. Therefore, some of the random slops are statistically significance within subjects 
(Table 10).

 Effect NumDF DenDF F-Value Pr>|F|

Sex 1 474 0.19 0.6655

Cough 1 474 0.03 0.8703

Diarrhea 1 474 1.23 0.0287*

Fever 1 474 0.19 0.6597 

ART 2 474 3.09 0.0463* 

Residence 1 474 8.05 0.0048* 

Age 1 1479 25.18 <.0001* 

MUAC 1 1479 3.21 0.0732 

Sachet 1 1479 225.14 <.0001* 

Time 1 1479 66.37 <.0001* 

Sachet*Time 1 1479 62.45 <.0001* 

Sex*Time 1 1479 1.17 0.2800 

MUAC*Time 1 1479 123.07 <.0001* 

Age*Time 1 1479 4.12 0.0424* 

Sachet*Time*Sex 1 1479 2.44 0.0128* 

Diarrhea*time*Residence 1 1479 4.53 0.0338* 
Table 10: Linear Mixed Effects model type-III tests of hypotheses

Discussion
The results of the analysis presented in this study was modeling of longitudinal factors on children BMI to identify factors that 
are statistically significantly associated with children health status depend on the criteria of WHO. The results can be useful in 
an improving the series problem of abnormal health status of children BMI. Sachet, diarrhea, ART, residence and having healthy 
MUAC status have been established as contributing factors for higher rate of children BMI. In developing country of the world 
like Ethiopia such as poorly developed, children BMI especially underweight remained to be a big challenge in public health. 
To address these issues different stakeholders at international, national and regional levels have been implementing different 
strategies. 

In this study the factors: amount of Sachet(p-value<0.0001: ˆ
Saβ =0.2255), visiting time(p-value<0.0001: timeβ̂ =-4.0847), age(p-

value=<0.0001: ageβ̂ =-0.04837), ART (p-value=0.0463: on ARTβ̂ =-2.3145, pre-ARTβ̂ =-2.2646), residence(p-value=0.0048: resβ̂ =-1.4139), 
diarrhea(p-value=0.0287: diarrheaβ̂ =0.8954), Sachet over time(p-value<0.0001: Sa*Tβ̂ =-0.04732), age over time(p-value=0.0424:

A*Tβ̂ =-0.00913), MUAC over time(p-value<0.0001: MUAC*Tβ̂ =0.4576), diarrhea and residence through time(p-value=0.0338: D*resβ̂
=-1.8157) and interaction between Sachet and sex over time(p-value<0.0001: Sa*S*Tβ̂ =0.009482) were statistically significantly 
associated with children BMI. Prior research based on rural longitudinal survey in four provinces of Pakistan showed that in 
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households having incomes at the lowest quintile, both males and females had lower BMIs than those belonging to the highest 
quintile income groups in all provinces except Baluchistan (Garcia & Alderman, 1989). Consistency in the relationship between 
BMI and an independently assessed measure of socio-economic status was also seen in communities in India, Ethiopia and 
Zimbabwe despite there being a relatively small range of BMIs among the rural populations of these countries [15]. This study, for 
particular area of Bahir Dar Districts, did support the prior research results related to rural area. 

Conclusion
Despite the progress that has been made in the country to improve the problem of children BMI remain high at Bahir Dar districts. 
According to this study, there were statistically significant difference among children BMI variation with respect to time, Sachet, 
age, residence, ART and diarrhea. While; fever, cough, MUAC and sex were statistically insignificant effect on children BMI. In 
the profile analysis, the mean evolution and variability of BMI were higher on average in females than males. The findings further 
suggest that if the amount of Sachet were taken by children increase, so the children BMI also increased. Equally, the interaction 
between Sachet and female over time had greater BMI than that of the interaction between Sachet and male over time. Addition-
ally, children BMI were higher in average haven’t diarrhea than have diarrhea through time. Finally, children who live in rural area 
had lower body mass index than that of who live in urban area. Even if, children who were on ART had lower BMI than that of who 
were no ART and children who were pre-ART had similarly lower BMI that of who were no ART children. 
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